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Optimization Notice

Intel compilers, associated libraries and associated development tools may include or utilize options that optimize for instruction sets that are available in both Intel and non-Intel microprocessors (for example SIMD instruction sets), but do not optimize equally for non-Intel microprocessors. In addition, certain compiler options for Intel compilers, including some that are not specific to Intel micro-architecture, are reserved for Intel microprocessors. For a detailed description of Intel compiler options, including the instruction sets and specific microprocessors they implicate, please refer to the "Intel Compiler User and Reference Guides" under "Compiler Options." Many library routines that are part of Intel compiler products are more highly optimized for Intel microprocessors than for other microprocessors. While the compilers and libraries in Intel compiler products offer optimizations for both Intel and Intel-compatible microprocessors, depending on the options you select, your code and other factors, you likely will get extra performance on Intel microprocessors.

Intel compilers, associated libraries and associated development tools may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include Intel® Streaming SIMD Extensions 2 (Intel® SSE2), Intel® Streaming SIMD Extensions 3 (Intel® SSE3), and Supplemental Streaming SIMD Extensions 3 (SSSE3) instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors.

While Intel believes our compilers and libraries are excellent choices to assist in obtaining the best performance on Intel and non-Intel microprocessors, Intel recommends that you evaluate other compilers and libraries to determine which best meet your requirements. We hope to win your business by striving to offer the best performance of any compiler or library; please let us know if you find we do not.

Notice revision #20110307
About the Intel® Media SDK Interoperability Sample

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample demonstrates how to use Intel® Media SDK and Intel® OpenCL SDK together for video decoding and post-processing.

Path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Executable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;INSTALL_DIR&gt;\samples\MediaSDKInterop</td>
<td>Win32\Release\MediaSDKInterop.exe - 32-bit executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x64\Release\MediaSDKInterop.exe - 64-bit executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Win32\Debug\MediaSDKInterop.exe - 32-bit debug executable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x64\Debug\MediaSDKInterop.exe - 64-bit debug executable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

Intel® Media SDK [1] provides fast decoding of h264 and mpeg2 video streams, while Intel® OpenCL SDK is good for pixel processing of video frames (for example OpenCL allows implement pixel parallel algorithm). The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample shows how to combine Intel® Media SDK and Intel® OpenCL SDK to get fast video player with additional post processing effects.
Motivation

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample demonstrates a CPU-optimized OpenCL implementation of several filters combined in the Intel® Media SDK pipeline, showing how to:

- integrate processing with Intel® OpenCL SDK into the Intel® Media SDK pipeline and get benefit from hardware-accelerated (if available) video decoding with the Intel® Media SDK pipeline
- implement simple video effects using OpenCL
  - implement kernels the way they benefit from SIMD units and multiple CPU cores
  - organize data exchange between the host and the OpenCL device
- output the final image on the screen using DirectX*.

Algorithm

The algorithm consists of the following stages:

1. Read the frame data from file.
2. Feed the data to the Intel® Media SDK Decoder and get decoded video frame back in NV12 (which is a specific layout for YUV) format.
3. Execute the OpenCL kernel which processes the decoded video frame.
4. Convert the video frame from NV12 format to conventional RGB format
5. Draw RGB image on the screen.

Implementation Details

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample demonstrates implementation of the basic media processing pipeline. The pipeline consists of two main modules:

1. The Decoder module which leverages Intel® Media SDK for HW-assisted decoding mpeg2 and h264 formats.
2. The **Post-Processing** module which uses Intel® OpenCL SDK for efficient implementation of the video effects. This module actually serves as a plug-in for the Intel® Media SDK pipeline.

Both modules work asynchronously: while the Post-Processing module processes frame \( N \), the Decoder module processes \( N+1 \) frame without waiting for another module to complete the current frame. For more information about asynchronous pipelines, please refer to the Intel® Media SDK documentation [1].

**OpenCL™ Implementation**

The Post-processing module introduced above is a plug-in for Intel® Media SDK. The plug-in initializes Intel® OpenCL SDK and generates a list of filters scanning current folder and detecting all files with *.cl extension. Each file is a separate filter implementation.

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample package includes several filters residing in separate *.cl files. Each file has at least one kernel which processes pixels. For example, ProcessY kernel processes the intensity component and ProcessUV processes the color component (which are separated in NV12). The sample contains the following cl filters:

- **_color_control.cl** - enables you to change intensity and color characteristics inside circle controlled by mouse.
- **_copy.cl** - just copies input intensity and color to the output buffer. You can use it as a template for creating your own filters.
- **_edge.cl** - calculates edge intensity and saves correspondence value into the output intensity buffer.
- **_neg.cl** - makes image negative inside selected area.
- **_wave.cl** - simulates wave propagation and distorts image according to simulated waves.

Files contain following kernels:

- **ProcessY** - processes Y component of each pixel of input frame
• **ProcessUV** – processes U and V component of four pixels of input frame

• **Mouse** – executes once for each frame to indicate where the mouse pointer is right now

• **Preprocess** – executes once for each frame to make some common task for whole frame.

When Intel® Media SDK calls the Intel® OpenCL SDK plug-in to execute filter for given frame, `clEnqueueTask` and `clEnqueueNDRangeKernel` functions execute kernels from *.cl files and return a sync event. The host program keeps the event to check whether Post-Processing module is done with a frame via `clGetEventInfo`.

For each frame the Post-Processing module creates OpenCL memory object with `CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR` flag to avoid extra memory copying from the Intel® Media SDK frame into Intel® OpenCL SDK buffer.

## Work-Group Size Considerations

Work-group size should be aligned with vertical and horizontal sizes of the input image in the range from 1 to image width, and 1 to image height. Or you can pass the NULL pointer as the local size parameter of `clEnqueueNDRange` to let Intel® OpenCL SDK select the right value automatically.

## Future Work and Enhancements

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample kernels perform calculations for one pixel. That gives some overhead for pixel calls. One potential optimization is to process one line or tile of input image with each work-item.

Currently memory manager is simple. It uses conventional memory allocation routine to allocate frame. In future memory manager will use the OpenCL allocation routine. This will reduce memory manipulation during OpenCL filter execution.
**Project Structure**

The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample project has the following structure:

- **src** - folder contain main code, with Intel® OpenCL SDK and Intel® Media SDK initialization and processing functions
  - CSample.cpp – file initializes window and GUI controlled and draws the resulting frame to window
  - CSampleBase.cpp – file contains base class for CSample and has routine code for application initialization
  - main.cpp – file runs CSample class
  - pipeline_decode.cpp – file contains code which constructs processing pipeline for video decoding and post processing
  - sample_opencl_plugin.cpp – file contains code of Intel® Media SDK plug-in for post processing video frames using Intel® OpenCL SDK
- **src_MediaSDK** – folder contains memory management files of Intel® Media SDK samples
  - base_allocator.cpp – base memory allocators
  - sysmem_allocator.cpp – specific memory allocators which allocate buffers and frames in system memory
  - sample_defs.h – some macros and defines used from Intel® Media SDK APIs.

**Additional Requirements**

To build and run Media SDK Interoperability sample you need to:

1. Install Microsoft® DirectX® SDK (June 2010 or later) on your system.
2. Install Intel® Media SDK 3.0 Beta [2] or higher on you system. Create environment variable INTELMEDIASDKROOT if it is not exist. This variable have point to folder where Intel® Media SDK was installed to (for example INTELMEDIASDKROOT=C:\Program Files\Intel\Media SDK\3.0.442.32245 Beta3).
The Intel® Media SDK Interoperability sample uses the following APIs:

- clGetDeviceIDs
- clCreateContext
- clReleaseContext
- clCreateCommandQueue
- clReleaseCommandQueue
- clGetDeviceInfo
- clCreateBuffer
- clCreateProgramWithSource
- clBuildProgram
- clReleaseProgram
- clGetProgramBuildInfo
- clCreateKernel
- clReleaseKernel
- clEnqueueMapBuffer
- clEnqueueUnmapMemObject
- clCreateBuffer
- clReleaseMemObject
- clSetKernelArg
- clEnqueueTask
- clEnqueueNDRangeKernel
- clEnqueueCopyBuffer
- clReleaseEvent
- clFlush.
Controlling the Sample

- **Decode** check box switches Intel® Media SDK Decoder on/off
- **OpenCL** check box switches OpenCL post processing effect on/off
- **OPENCL filer** combo box enables you to choose current OpenCL program
- **Param1** and **Param2** sliders enable you to change parameters passed to OpenCL kernels
- Press **F11** key to switch on/off full screen mode
- Press **F2** key to show/hide currently executed OpenCL source code.
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